INSTRUCTIONS

CUSHIONS

GREEN CUSHION COVER
Instructions
Materials from Gütermann creativ

On the front side of the green-pink sham-

Sew-all

colours,

rock fabric turn under and iron a 1 cm

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a

strip along the long edge, fold under 2 cm

Roses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT

and iron again. Stitch with 1.5 cm seam

Collection: 0.55 m green-pink shamrock

allowance. On the front side of the green

fabric, 0.40 m green ornament fabric

ornament fabric turn under and iron strips

Thread

in

matching

of 1 cm and 5.5 cm along the long edge.
Plus:

Cut the velvet ribbon into two and pin it

1.0 m pink velvet ribbon, 1 cm wide

to the patterned front side parallel to the
side edges 5 cm from the ironed edge, so
that the ribbons meet on top of one another
in the centre of the cushion. Topstitch the
halves of the ribbon in the centre, catching
in the edge of the seam beneath. Arrange
the ribbons in the centre in a double bow
with one loop 6 cm long and the other loop
3.5 cm long, secure in the centre with a

Cut

quilting topstitched seam and cut the ends

For the front 52 x 24 cm green-pink sham-

off short (see double bow diagram). Lay the

rock material, for the back 52 x 52 cm

raw edges of the patterned front right side

green-pink shamrock material; for the front

to right side on to the reverse side; lay the

52 x 43 cm green ornament fabric.

front green-pink shamrock fabric right side
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to wrong side on top, so that the seams lie

1.5 cm wide; Remnant light blue net lace;

over one another. Pin all around the pieces

Ø 4 cm button; Remnant batting, shirt but-

and stitch together with a 1 cm wide seam.

ton; wadding material, paper for cutting

Neaten the overlying edges, iron and turn
through the closing. Ease the edges into

Cut

shape and iron.

Transfer the pattern piece along the ironed
folded edges on folded paper; make an extra copy of the inner oval. For cushion cut 2

OVAL CUSHION

x from blue-white polka-dot materials plus

(See template: oval cushion)

1 cm seam allowance; for inner oval cut
1 x from green-pink shamrock fabric and

Materials from Gütermann creativ

batting; circle for button with motif (follo-

Sew-all

wing manufacturer’s instructions) and from

Thread

in

matching

colours,

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a Ro-

batting; 40 x 12 cm net lace.

ses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT Collection: 0.40 m blue white polka-dot fabric,
0.20 m green-pink shamrock fabric (or a
20 x 30 cm remnant), Remnant blue teapot
fabric; 1.30 m pink bias binding

Plus:
1.30 m light green bobbin lace, 1 cm wide;

Instructions

0.80 m jade green pompom ribbon, 0.7

Iron the batting on to the wrong side of the

cm wide; 1.60 m light blue cotton braid,

inner oval. Neaten the edges of the inner
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oval with zigzag or overlock stitch; Pin to

bias binding. On the right side stitch the

the centre of the upper side of the cushion.

bias binding securely through all the layers.

Pin the pompom ribbon over the edge; tops-

Pin bobbin lace over the seam, folding the

titch this close to the edge, so that the inner

end to a width of 1 cm. Stitch the bobbin

oval is also securely stitched into place.

lace securely all around.

Lay the front and back sides of the cushion
wrong side to wrong side, stitch 1 cm from

Iron batting on to the fabric for the but-

a longer edge, leaving open a 10 cm slit

ton on the left side and cover the button

for stuffing the cushion. Fill/Stuff the cus-

with the fabric according to the manufac-

hion loosely with wadding material. Sew

turer‘s instructions. Fold strips of net lace

closed the slit. Unfold bias binding and pin

in half lengthwise, gather the open edges

it right side to right side on the outer edges,

with hand stitches and draw them tight-

slide the folded end of the binding under

ly together, knot the threads. Sew the net

the starting point. Stitch the binding secu-

lace flounce by hand onto the centre of the

rely in the ironed crease. Fold the bias bin-

cushion. Place the covered button in the

ding with the seam allowance folded under

centre, and sew it securely in place with

around the edge of the back, pin securely

a shirt button as a stay button on the back

and iron. Pin two halves of grosgrain ribbon

of the cushion through all the layers of the

on the places marked centrally under the

cushion.
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ROSE CUSHION

fabric: For the inner cushion 52 x 102 cm

50 x 50 cm

light green; 4 ties each 6 x 42 cm.

Materials from Gütermann creativ

Instructions

Sew-all

colours,

Lay the ties right side to right side, stitch

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a Ro-

1 cm from edge of the long edge, stitching

ses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT Collec-

one end to taper at an angle. Iron the seam,

tion: 0.55 m pink-white rose pattern fabric;

trim seam allowances and clip the corners

0.55 m green ornament fabric; 1.10 m

at an angle. Turn the ties and iron them.

pale pink bias binding;

Pin the ties securely right side to right side

Thread

in

matching

16 cm from the long edges on the narrow
sides; Unfold the bias binding and pin it
right side to right side to the narrow sides
and over the ties and stitch in the ironed
fold along the seam line. Lay the bias binding, with the seam allowance folded in,
around the edge and pin securely. Iron the
bias binding and stitch securely on the right
Plus:

side close to the edge. Fold the narrow si-

1.10 m pale pink bobbin lace, 1 cm wide;

des with the bias binding to a width of

Wadding material.

3.5 cm on the wrong side and iron. Slide
bobbin lace beneath the ironed edge. Stitch

Cut

along the ironed edge close to the edge on

For the outer cushion 104 x 52 cm rose

the right side, securing the lace and the
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ties to the fold. Fold the cushion cover right

Materials from Gütermann creativ

side to right side and stitch 1 cm from the

Sew-all

side edges. Neaten the seam allowances

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a

and iron. Turn the cushion cover right side

Roses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT Col-

out and iron again. Lay the inner cushion

lection: 0.55 m blue teapot fabric; 0.55

right side to right side, stitch 1 cm from the

m white-pink shamrock fabric; 0.40 m

edges, leaving a 10 cm long slit for turning.

pink-white polka-dot fabric.

Thread

in

matching

colours,

Iron and turn the cover to the right side and
fill with wadding material through the slit.

Plus:

Lay the edges of the slit together and stitch

2.10 m cotton cord, 0.7-0.8 cm Ø; 50 x

them close to the edge on the right side.

50 cm inner padded cushion.

Place the cushion in the cover.

Cut
For the front side 52 x 52 cm, round off

CUSHION COVER

the corners with a 3.5 cm radius. For the

WITH BEADING/CORD EDGE

back, 2 pieces, each 35 x 52 cm; on each

50 x 50 cm

piece round off two corners with a 3.5 cm
radius. 5 x 210 cm polka-dot bias binding
(divided).

Instructions
Fold the bias binding wrong side to wrong
side and press lightly. Lay the cord in the
bias binding and with a zip fastener foot
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stitch both layers of material together close

CUSHION COVER

to the cord. Iron 1 cm on the wrong side

WITH KNOTTED CORNERS

on each of two long edges of the backs of

35 x 35 cm (50 x 50 cm finished size)

the cushion. Stitch the seam securely close
to the edge. Lay the backs wrong side to
right side, so that a 52 x 52 cm square is
formed. Pin the pieces to each other and if
necessary, tack in place.
Pin the beading/cord edge from the centre on one edge to the front of the cushion, with the raw edges of the beading/cord
edge lying on the raw edges of the front
of the cushion. Cut off the cord so that it

Materials from Gütermann creativ

abuts on the beading/cord edge and lay the

Sew-all

folded ends of the material over the starting

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a

point. Stitch the beading/cord edge secu-

Roses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT

rely to the edge of the cushion using the

Collection: 0.40 m blue ornament fabric;

zip fastener foot. Lay the cushion back right

0.30 m blue teapot fabric; 0.70 m green

side to right side on the front side and once

meander fabric;

Thread

in

matching

colours,

more stitch around the seam close to the
beading/cord edge using the zip fastener

Plus:

foot. Neaten the overlying seal allowances.

1.20 m pale pink bobbin lace, 1.5 cm

Take out the tacking threads from the clo-

wide; 1.50 m light green satin ribbon,

sure and turn the cushion right side out.

0.5 cm wide; 0.30 m H 630 iron-on bat-
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ting, 90 cm wide; 35 x 35 cm cushion

ends projecting an equal distance. Make

wadding.

the corners slant by folding the ribbon at a
45 degree angle around the corner. Secure

Cut

the satin ribbon and lace with a quilting

Blue ornament fabric: for cushion front 37

topstitched seam. Tie the satin ribbon in

x 37 cm, for cushion backs cut 2 pieces,

a bow, cutting off the ends to equal lengt-

each 37 x 31 cm; Green meander fabric:

hs. On each long edge of the cushion backs

4 ties each 18 x 92 cm; 27 x 27 cm from

iron 2 folds each 1 cm wide and stitch the

each of blue teapot fabric and batting.

seam edges close to the edge. Lay the seam
edges of the cushion backs wrong side to

Instructions

right side on top of one another, so that a

Iron the batting on to the reverse of the cut

37 x 37 cm square is formed. Pin the backs

piece of blue teapot fabric. Neaten the ed-

right side to right side to the front. Stitch all

ges with overlock or zigzag stitch. Top stitch

around 1 cm from the seam, iron and nea-

the outlines of the complete teapots with

ten the overlying seams. Turn the cushion

straight stitch. Pin the centre piece with

to the right side through the closure; ease

teapots centrally on the front of the cushion

the edges into shape and iron.

and stitch on all around 0.5 cm from the
edge. Lay pale pink bobbin lace over the

Fold the ribbons right side to right side,

seam and pin, so that the lace hides the

mark a 45 degree angle at the end of each.

neaten edge beneath it. Place the lace in

Stitch the ribbons starting from the cent-

small folds at the corners. Pin the striped

re of the long edges leaving a 6 cm long

satin ribbon over the join in the lace star-

turning slit. Trim seam allowances and clip

ting from the lower right corner, leaving the

at an angle at the corners. Iron and turn.
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Shape the ribbons and iron them, iron the

for equal lengths. Stitch on the ribbons to

seam allowance to the inside at the slit. Pin

the edges of the cushions on the right side,

the ribbons at a width of 0.5 cm from the

at the same time sewing the turning slit

outer edges of the cushion from corner to

closed. Loosely tie the projecting ribbons

corner and tack, leaving the end projecting

on the corners.
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